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There's a saying that with age
comes wisdom, but this may
not always be true in the
financial world. As people
move through different life
stages, there are new
opportunities--and potential
pitfalls--around every corner.
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In your 20s

Summer's lease hath all too short
a date. William Shakespeare
It's hard to believe it's already August!
I know...we don't want to think about
summer coming to an end, but
mid-summer is a great time to consider
how far we've come and what remains to
be done to reach our goals for the year.
Commonwealth Financial Network® has
put together a midyear market outlook ,
available on our website . As always, our
goal is to keep you informed and help
you stay on track toward your long-term
financial goals.
If you have any questions or would like
to schedule a midyear review of your
portfolio, please call our office at
508-753-8807 or 800-440-8807.
Enjoy your summer days!
Tom
August 2015
Financial Mistakes People Make at Different
Ages
Five Ways to Manage Risk in Your
Retirement Savings Plan
The Cost of Credit
What return are you really earning on your
money?

20s passed you by in a bit of a blur and
retirement wasn't even on your radar screen.
But now that you're in your 30s, it's critical to
start saving for retirement. Wait much longer,
and it can be hard to catch up. Start now, and
you still have 30 years or more to save.

In your 40s

Trying to keep up with the Joneses.
Appearances can be deceptive. The nice
Living beyond your means. It's tempting to want homes, cars, vacations, and "stuff" that others
all the latest and greatest in gadgets,
have might make you wonder whether you
entertainment, and travel, but if you can't pay
should be buying these things, too. But behind
for most of your wants up front, then you need the scenes, your neighbors could be taking on
to rein in your lifestyle. If you take on too much a lot of debt. Take pride in your savings
debt--or don't work diligently to start paying off account instead.
the debt you have--it can hold you back
Funding college over retirement. In your 40s,
financially for a long, long time.
saving for your children's college costs over
Not saving for retirement. You've got plenty of
time, so what's the rush? Well why not harness
that time to work for you. Start saving a portion
of your annual pay now and your 67-year-old
self will thank you.
Not being financially literate. Many students
graduate from high school or college without
knowing the basics of money management.
Learn as much as you can about saving,
budgeting, and investing now so you can
benefit from it for the rest of your life.

your own retirement is a mistake. If you have
limited funds, set aside a portion for college but
earmark the majority for retirement. Then sit
down with your teenager and have a frank
discussion about academic options that won't
break the bank--for either of you.
Not having a will or an advance medical
directive. No one likes to think about death or
catastrophic injury, but these documents can
help your loved ones immensely if something
unexpected should happen to you.

In your 30s

In your 50s and 60s

Being house poor. Whether you're buying your
first home or trading up, don't buy a house that
you can't afford, even if the bank says you can.
Build in some wiggle room for a possible dip in
household income that could result from
switching jobs, going back to school, or leaving
the workforce to raise a family.

Co-signing loans for adult children. Co-signing
means you're on the hook--completely--if your
child can't pay, a situation you don't want to find
yourself in as you're getting ready to retire.

Not protecting yourself with life and disability
insurance. Life is unpredictable. What would
happen if one day you were unable to work and
earn a paycheck? Let go of the
"it-won't-happen-to-me" attitude. Though the
cost and availability of life insurance depend on
several factors including your health, the
younger you are when you buy insurance, the
lower your premiums will likely be.

Not quantifying your retirement income. As you
approach retirement, you should know how
much you can expect from Social Security (at
age 62, at your full retirement age, and at age
70), pension income, and your personal
retirement savings.

Not saving for retirement. Okay, maybe your

Raiding your home equity or retirement funds. It
goes without saying that doing so will prolong
your debt and/or reduce your nest egg.

Not understanding health-care costs in
retirement. Before you turn age 65, review what
Medicare does and doesn't cover, and how gap
insurance policies fit into the picture.
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Five Ways to Manage Risk in Your Retirement Savings Plan

All investing involves risk,
including the possible loss
of principal. There can be
no assurance that any
investing strategy will be
successful. Investments
offering higher potential
rates of return also involve
a higher level of risk.
Asset allocation and
diversification are methods
used to manage investment
risk; they do not guarantee
a profit or protect against a
loss.

Your employer-sponsored retirement savings
plan is a convenient way to help you
accumulate money for retirement. Using payroll
deductions, you invest for the future
automatically, following that oft-noted advice to
"pay yourself first." But choosing to participate
is just one important step. Another key to
making it work for you is managing risk in your
portfolio. Following are five ways to tackle this
important task.

3. Be sure to diversify

2. Develop a target asset allocation

5. Perform regular maintenance

Once you understand your risk tolerance, the
next step is to develop an asset allocation mix
that is suitable for your savings goal while
taking your risk tolerance into consideration.
Asset allocation is the process of dividing your
investment dollars among the various asset
categories offered in your plan, generally
stocks, bonds, and cash/stable value
investments. If you're a young investor with a
hardy tolerance for risk, you might choose an
allocation composed heavily of stocks. On the
other hand, if retirement is less than 10 years
away and you fear losing money, your
allocation might lean more toward bonds and
cash investments.

Although it's generally not necessary to review
your retirement portfolio too frequently (e.g.,
every day or even every week), it is advisable
to monitor it at least once per year and as major
events occur in your life. During these reviews,
you'll want to determine if your risk tolerance
has changed and check your asset allocation to
determine whether it's still on track. You may
want to rebalance--shifting some money from
one investment to another--to bring your
allocation back in line with your target. Or you
may want to make other changes in your
portfolio to keep it in line with your changing
circumstances. Such regular maintenance is
critical to help manage risk in your portfolio.

Even the most aggressive investor can
potentially benefit from diversification, which
generally means not putting all your eggs in
one basket. Let's take one example from
above: Although that young investor may
choose to put a large chunk of her retirement
account in stocks, she should still consider
putting some of the money into bonds and
possibly cash to help balance any losses that
1. Know your personal risk tolerance
may occur in the stock portion. Even within the
stock allocation, she may want to diversify
Gauging your personal risk tolerance--or your
among different types of stocks, such as
ability to endure losses in your account due to
swings in the market--is an important first step. domestic, international, growth, and value
All investments come with some level of risk, so stocks.
it's important to be aware of how much volatility 4. Understand dollar cost averaging
you can comfortably withstand before choosing
Your plan also helps you manage risk
investments.
automatically through a process called dollar
One way to do this is to reflect on a series of
cost averaging (DCA). When you contribute to
questions, such as:
your plan, chances are you contribute an equal
dollar amount each pay period, which then
• How well would you sleep at night knowing
your retirement portfolio dropped 5%? 10%? purchases shares of the investments you have
selected. This process--investing a fixed dollar
20%?
amount at regular intervals--is DCA. As the
• How much time do you have until you will
prices of the investments you purchase rise and
need the money? Typically, the longer your
fall over time, you take advantage of the swings
time horizon, the more you may be able to
by buying fewer shares when prices are high
hold steady during short-term downturns in
and more shares when prices are low--in
pursuit of longer-term goals.
essence, following the old investing adage to
• Do you have savings and investments
"buy low." After a period of time, the average
outside of your plan, including an emergency cost you pay for the shares you accumulate
savings account?
may be lower than if you had purchased all the
shares with one lump sum.
Your plan's educational materials may offer
worksheets and other tools to help you gauge
Remember that DCA involves continuous
your own risk tolerance. Such materials
investment in securities regardless of their
typically ask a series of questions similar to
price. As you think about the potential benefits
those above, and then generate a score based of DCA, you should also consider your ability to
on your answers that may help you choose
make purchases through extended periods of
appropriate investments.
low or falling prices.
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The Cost of Credit
Sometimes you need to borrow money, especially to pay for a large purchase such as a home or
a car. It's easy to focus on your monthly loan payment, but to appreciate how much borrowing
money might really cost, you also need to consider the amount of interest you'll pay over time.
The following tables illustrate the total interest paid over the life of three common types of loans
that have a fixed annual interest rate and a fixed repayment term: mortgage loans, auto loans,
and personal loans.

Mortgage loans
A home is often the biggest purchase you'll ever make. Loan repayment terms vary; this chart
illustrates the total interest paid over a 30-year repayment term.

All calculations assume
constant monthly payments
over the life of the loan,
monthly calculation of
interest on the remaining
unpaid principal, and no
prepayment.
This information is provided
for illustrative purposes
only. The actual amount of
interest you'll pay on a loan
will depend on several
factors, including the
amount you borrow, the
interest rate, the repayment
term, and loan conditions.

Loan amount

3%

4%

5%

6%

$250,000

$129,444

$179,674

$233,139

$289,595

$350,000

$181,221

$251,543

$326,395

$405,434

$450,000

$232,999

$323,413

$419,651

$521,272

$550,000

$284,776

$395,282

$512,907

$637,110

$650,000

$336,553

$467,152

$606,163

$752,948

$750,000

$388,331

$539,021

$699,418

$868,786

Auto loans
You may take out a loan to buy a new or used vehicle. Loan repayment terms vary; this chart
illustrates the total interest paid over a 60-month repayment term.
Loan amount

2%

4%

6%

8%

$15,000

$775

$1,575

$2,400

$3,249

$20,000

$1,033

$2,100

$3,199

$4,332

$25,000

$1,292

$2,625

$3,999

$5,415

$30,000

$1,550

$3,150

$4,799

$6,498

$35,000

$1,808

$3,675

$5,599

$7,580

Personal loans
A personal loan is unsecured, meaning that no collateral is required, so the interest rate on this
type of loan is typically higher than for a secured loan. Loan repayment terms vary; this chart
illustrates the total interest paid over a 36-month repayment term.
Loan amount

6%

8%

10%

12%

$8,000

$762

$1,025

$1,293

$1,566

$10,000

$952

$1,281

$1,616

$1,957

$12,000

$1,142

$1,537

$1,939

$2,349

$14,000

$1,333

$1,794

$2,263

$2,740

$16,000

$1,523

$2,050

$2,586

$3,131
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Securities and Advisory Services
offered through Commonwealth
Financial Network®, Member
FINRA/SIPC, a Registered
Investment Adviser. Fixed
insurance products and services
offered by Bartholomew &
Company, Inc. are separate and
unrelated to Commonwealth.
The accompanying pages have
been developed by an independent
third party. Commonwealth
Financial Network is not
responsible for their content and
does not guarantee their accuracy
or completeness, and they should
not be relied upon as such. These
materials are general in nature and
do not address your specific
situation. For your specific
investment needs, please discuss
your individual circumstances with
your representative.
Commonwealth does not provide
tax or legal advice, and nothing in
the accompanying pages should be
construed as specific tax or legal
advice.

What return are you really earning on your money?
If you're like most people, you
probably want to know what
return you might expect before
you invest. But to translate a
given rate of return into actual
income or growth potential, you'll need to
understand the difference between nominal
return and real return, and how that difference
can affect your ability to target financial goals.

and you adjust your 1.08% after-tax return for
inflation. Suddenly, you're barely breaking even
on your investment.

What's left after the impact of inflation and
taxes is your real return, because that's what
you're really earning in actual purchasing
power. If the nominal return on an investment is
low enough, the real return can actually be
negative, depending on your tax bracket and
Let's say you have a certificate of deposit (CD) the inflation rate over time. Though this
that's about to expire. The yield on the new
hypothetical example doesn't represent the
three-year CD you're considering is 1.5%.
performance of any actual investment, it
But that 1.5% is the CD's nominal rate of return; illustrates the importance of understanding
it doesn't account for inflation or taxes. If you're what you're really earning.
taxed at the 28% federal income tax rate,
Knowing the difference between nominal and
roughly 0.42% of that 1.5% will be gobbled up
real return may help you make better decisions
by federal taxes on the interest. Okay, you say, when it comes to investing your money. You'll
that still leaves an interest rate of 1.08%; at
want to choose investments that match your
least you're earning something.
financial goals and tolerance for risk. In some
cases, the security an investment offers may be
However, you also need to consider the
important enough that you're willing to accept a
purchasing power of the interest that the CD
low real return; in other cases, you may choose
pays. Even though inflation is relatively low
today, it can still affect your purchasing power, an investment that has the potential for a higher
real return but carries a higher degree of risk.
especially over time. Let's say that consumer
prices have gone up by 1% over the past year

What is asset allocation?
Each type of investment has
specific strengths and
weaknesses that enable it to
play a specific role in your
overall investing strategy.
Some investments may offer growth potential.
Others may provide regular income or relative
safety, or simply serve as a temporary place to
park your money. And some investments may
even serve to fill more than one role. Because
you likely have multiple needs and objectives,
you probably need some combination of
investment types, or asset classes.

risk you take in trying to achieve a targeted rate
of return. This often means balancing
conservative investments against others that
are designed to provide a higher potential
return but also involve more risk. However,
asset allocation doesn't guarantee a profit or
eliminate the possibility of investment loss.
Someone living on a fixed income, whose
priority is having a regular stream of money
coming in, will probably need a very different
asset allocation than a young, well-to-do
working professional whose priority is saving for
a retirement that's 30 years away. Even if two
people are the same age and have similar
incomes, they may have very different needs
and goals, and their asset allocations should be
tailored to their unique circumstances.

Balancing how much of each asset class
should be included in your portfolio is a critical
task. The balance between growth, income,
and safety is determined by your asset
allocation, and it can help you manage the level And remember, even if your asset allocation
and types of risks you face.
was appropriate for you when you chose it, it
The combination of investments you choose
may not be appropriate for you now. It should
can be as important as your specific
change as your circumstances do and as new
investments. Your mix of various asset classes ways to invest are introduced. A piece of
such as stocks, bonds, and cash alternatives
clothing you wore 10 years ago may not fit now;
generally accounts for most of the ups and
you just might need to update your asset
downs of your portfolio's returns.
allocation, too.
Ideally, your portfolio should have an overall
combination of investments that minimizes the
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